Abstract-Cancer thermal therapy is a treatment that uses heat generated using Electromagnetic (EM) fields. This treatment, significantly increase the effectiveness of radiotherapy or chemotherapy treatment towards cancerous tissue or cell. The main goal of this paper is to provide an overview of previous and present technology on cancer thermal therapy which is based on the application of various types of antenna exposure towards cancerous tissue or cell.
INTRODUCTION
Cancer is the growth and spread of uncontrolled abnormal cells that forms malignant tumours and invades nearby parts of the body. In 2008, World Health Organization (WHO) estimated 12.66 million people were diagnosed with cancer across the world and 7.56 million people died from the disease [1] . Meanwhile, in Malaysia, 18,219 cancer cases were diagnosed among Malaysians in Peninsular Malaysia in the year 2007 and registered in the National Cancer Registry. It comprises of 8,123 and 10,096 of males and females, respectively [2] .
Nowadays, proliferate of cancerous cells can be destroyed or killed by radiotherapy, chemotherapy, hormone therapy and surgery. Recently, thermal therapy using EM fields has been introduced as an alternative therapy to manage various types of cancers.
II. CANCER THERMAL THERAPY
Cancer thermal therapy using EM is part of the application in bioelectromagnetics where EM fields are applied towards human biological tissue. Cancer thermal therapy basically utilizes thermal ablation such as microwave (MW), radio frequency (RF) and high intensity focused ultrasound. In addition, thermal therapy also associates to hyperthermia. Thermal ablation and hyperthermia are able to destruct cancerous tissue or cells. Thermal ablation and hyperthermia elevate temperature to greater than 50 0 C and into a range of [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] 0 C, respectively [3] . This paper emphasized on thermal therapy particularly the use of hyperthermia in treatment of cancer. Besides thermal ablation, hyperthermia is a promising [4] treatment for cancer. Many researchers, for example, J. Van Der Zee [5] , Y. Harima [6] , D. E. Thrall [7] , S. Triantopoulou [8] , C. Marchal [9] and Y. Hiraki [10] has shown that hyperthermia improve the effectiveness in treating cancerous tissues or cells with adjuvant treatment of radiotherapy plus hyperthermia.
In 1986, Busch [11] , carried out a research in hyperthermia that indicated certain temperatures might selectively destroyed tumor tissue. Currently research in hyperthermia draws interest among researchers around the globe and the area of research in hyperthermia can be divided into antenna design, focusing techniques, microwave applicator and clinical experiments on swine or rats. Research is currently carried out through computational simulation or experimentation or combination of both. Figure 1 shows the number of hyperthermia research that has been conducted either through simulation or experimentation/clinical. From Figure 1 , it shows that more research are conducted through computational simulation. Computational simulation needs to be conducted to obtain an overview of performance especially related to temperature distribution towards cancerous tissue during hyperthermia treatment. Various types of cancerous tissue have been used as a samples during research. The cancerous tissue presented was either in modelling, phantom, MRI images, CT scan images or animal tissue. Figure 2 shows the various types of cancerous tissue used by researchers in their hyprthermia research from year 1980 until 2013. As depicted in Figure 2 , muscle tissue is commonly used as a cancerous tissue sample for hyperthermia research. This can be found in [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . Meanwhile, bile duct carcinoma and benign are the least used as a cancerous tissue samples for hyperthermia research [19] , [20] .
In order to optimize the quality of hyperthermia treatment, there are some deficiency that needs to be overcomed. For example, temperature control to avoid overheating of the surface that accompanies deep heating and provide uniform heating throughout the target volume to ensure that all cancerous tissues or cells reach therapeutic temperature and at the same time effectively treated without overheating the body surface [21] . Furthermore, in [22] , temperature of the skin enclosing the fat and muscle rises up faster than targeted cells because the skin locates closer to the source of EM fields.
As a repercussion, various researches were conducted to obtain the quality of hyperthermia treatment from the perspective of antenna design, focusing techniques, optimization techniques and cooling system. From 1988 until present, there are more than 100 papers related to EM fields based on hyperthermia treatment have been published. There are more than 50 papers focused in antenna design, about 20 papers that emphasized on focusing techniques, around 30 and 15 papers concentrated to optimization techniques and cooling system during hyperthermia treatment, respectively. The most substantial component in EM fields based hyperthermia treatment is an antenna. Antenna in medical applications as stated by Professor Koichi Ito [23] , consist of information transmission, diagnosis and treatment. In treatment, antenna is used in hyperthermia that utilizes heat generated by the antenna.
III. ANTENNA DESIGN
The development of antenna for hyperthermia is very crucial as heat generated by EM fields will be used for treatment of cancerous tissues or cells. Different types of antennas have been developed for hyperthermia. Most of the antennas that have been designed for treatment purposes are microstrip and coaxial antennas. The percentage of common antenna types in hyperthermia treatment is provided in Figure  3 . Coaxial antenna is the most popular design. It was used as an EM radiator or heat generator for hyperthermia research by 35% of researches reviewed in this paper. Tne persentage according to popularity is followed by microstrip, 29%; dipole,17%; spiral, 15%; helical, 2% and monople, 2%, respectively. Coaxial antenna is basically designed as interstitial antenna or external antenna for hyperthermia. The others antenna on the other hand are usually used as external heating devices only. Table 1 shows research in the area of hyperthemia, categorised based on antenna types.
From Table 1 , various types of antennas have been designed with different shapes and sizes by researchers around the world. Their aim is to provide less invasive interstitial and non invasive external antenna for hyperthermia treatment towards cancerous tissue. The antenna is the most important element that will ensure the quality on hyperthermia treatment. The antenna plays the role as a radiator, heat generator and the main part for hyperthermia applicator. The advantages and disadvantages of antennas used in hyperthermia treatment are tabulated also in Table 1 . Simple antenna which can be made of simple wire. The antenna can be used as implanted antenna [28] for instance in brain and breast. The reduction of hot-spots is needs to be considered.
Monopole Antenna
8. [31] It is consists of one half of the dipole antenna and it provides omnidirectional radiation pattern which may leads to wider focusing and may contributes to lack focusing which affect the healthy tissue. The structure is thin in size which can be enhanced to various array types with multi frequency. It is good for miniaturization factor. It provides narrowband radiation pattern which is inconsistent in focusing towards cancerous tissue. [61] Coaxial Antenna Currently microwave antenna type which has been used clinically for hyperthermia treatment [62] . Also, it is may be used as interstitial and external heating devices for hyperthermia. Most of researchers utilize high frequency, 2.45GHz which is one of the industrial scientific and medical (ISM) frequencies. Also, with high frequency, it may contribute to better penetration depth. It is a wideband antenna. Very good in penetration depth of hyperthermia. In hyperthermia treatment, wideband perform better than narrowband antenna especially in significantly reduce the hot-spots and consistently performs in focusing towards cancerous tissue [61] . 44 . [60] It is a directive antenna. It is not a common antenna used for hyperthermia where only one research has been conducted in 2011 [60] . However, in terms of SAR distribution, helical antenna provides good agreement for hyperthermia treatment.
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A. Issues with current antenna design
When thermal therapy, thermal ablation or hyperthermia was first introduced, the performance during the treatment is less convincing where the side effect especially skin burn and temperature distribution affect the healthy tissues. Due to this reason, researchers developed diverse designs of antennas in order to minimize the inadequacy of thermal therapy.
Researchers such as Koichi Ito [63] , [64] , Kazuyuki Saito [19] , [20] , [49] , [52] , [65] , Du Yong Xing [13] , [15] , [57] , [66] , Alessandra Paffi [67] , [68] , Paolo F. Maccarini [59] , [69] , [70] , Jan Vrba [60] , [71] , [72] and Mikael Perrson [73] , [74] , [75] are among the researchers involve in hyperthermia research.
Their findings contributed to and guided other researchers in this area especially in the area of antenna design for hyperthermia. Usually, researchers will focus on 1 or 2 types of antenna design as comparison between 2 antennas is required to evaluate the performance of the antennas created. In addition, once the performance of an antenna is measured, the heat generation towards various types of cancerous tissue must be measured and the experiment is usually not limited to one type of cancerous tissues only.
To enhance the performance of SAR distribution for hyperthermia treatment, the application of Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) and metamaterial must be taken into consideration. Both EBG and metamaterial play their role to provide broadband and focusing purposes, respectively. Investigation using different frequencies and power applied are also required to improve hyperthermia treatment.
B. A New Antenna Design
Based on previous achievements on hyperthermia treatment, a new antenna design is proposed. The antenna will be designed guided by combining results from various researches that have developed antenna for hyperthermia.
Comparison of different SAR distribution of different types of antennas will be investigated. The new design will consider parameters such as frequency, power and temperature that will provide a better SAR distribution.
C. Thermal Units
For thermal radiation, there are two most important equations; the specific absorption rate (SAR) and Penne Bioheat equation.
Where σ is a conductivity of tissue (S/m), E is an electric field (V/m), ρ is a density of tissue (kg/m 3 ), C is specific heat tissue (J/mK), k is a thermal conductivity of tissue (W/mK), T is temperature of tissue ( SAR is a common used parameter which characterizes the heating of tissue. It is also a good thermal dosimetry measure. Penne Bioheat The equations shows the heat transfer in human biological system. Both equations are important in hyperthermia thermal study and is used in research either through computational simulation or experimentation or combination of both methods in order to control temperature required for hyperthermia treatment.
IV. CONCLUSION
An overview of cancer thermal therapy technology based on different types of antenna exposure was presented. The reviewed antennas have performed relatively well and achieved their planned objective which is to provide quality hyperthermia treatment based on EM fields applications. Further research will be conducted to improve hyperthermia treatment mainly in term of antenna design which can be considered as the most important component for hyperthermia treatment. The research to be undertaken for the new antenna design will look into the possibility of integrated concept on increasing the penetration depth and focusing. The new design will be tested on various pathology cancerous tissues to measure the antenna's performance in a hyperthermia treatment.
